We proposed an effective index perturbation method to investigate the intrinsic characteristics of three-dimensional photonic-crystal-slab based microcavity with two-dimensional numerical simulation tools such as two-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (2D-FDTD) and plane-wave expansion (2D-PWE) techniques, for reduced computational requirements and fast design feedback. Less than 2% computational error in predicting cavity spectral locations was obtained for two widely used single defect and line defect air hole photonic crystal cavities, by adjusting the effective index to match the dielectric band edge for donor-like defect mode. The correlation between the modified effective index and the cavity (lasing) mode with the highest quality factor Q offers an efficient tool in the design of defect mode based photonic crystal microcavities.
INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional photonic-crystal-slab (PCS) microcavities have been a good candidate to perform single photon sources [1] [2] [3] , biosensor [4] , and high-sensitivity filter [5] , due to their ultra-small mode volume V, high quality factor Q, and enhanced spontaneous emission [6] , which can be composed of point defect [1] [2] [3] and line defect [7, 8] , respectively. Significant progresses have been made in the computational techniques for the design of photonic crystal slab based microcavity, and in the understanding of these cavity characteristics. Works reported to date are mostly based on three-dimensional (3D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique [9] [10] [11] , which can accurately simulate the characteristics of these devices. However, the fully vectorial 3D FDTD approach is extremely time and computer memory consuming. The effective index method (EIM) [9, 12] , has proved to be very effective and efficient in predicting the cavity properties with reduced dimensionality (from 3D to 2D), where only the effective index of fundamental guided mode of the unperturbed slab is considered. EIM is most effective for the low-index-contrast PCS. However, it becomes less accurate when it is applied to high index contrast PCSs, where high index contrast is favorable for reduced vertical cavity loss and better mode confinement. Efforts have been reported to adjust the effective index by matching the photonic band diagram (dispersion plot) with frequency offset [13] and effective index modification [14] . However, to the best of our knowledge, no work has been reported in effective index method based approaches, on the correlation of shifted photonic band diagram with the cavity defect mode and the corresponding quality factor Q.
An effective index perturbation (EIP) technique has been proposed and developed in determining the suitable effective index for accurate prediction of cavity modal property and defect mode locations based on 2D and 3D plane wave-expansion (PWE) techniques and 2D FDTD method. In donor-like defect mode cavities formed in air-column based photonic crystal slabs, very good agreement in defect mode locations was obtained with the EIP technique by matching the dielectric band edges simulated from 2D and 3D PWE techniques. The highest Q mode can also be correctly predicted, which is also very important in photonic crystal microcavity design, where the mode with the highest cavity Q could be most important in determining the cavity characteristics, including lasing and sensing.
In what follows, the proposed EIP approach will be introduced in Sec. II. The simulation results for two widely used point defect structures and a line defect cavity are given in Sec. III. Finally, the conclusions are given.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
It is well-known that the air-band mode is more affected by removing an air hole or one line hole and finally a donor state is excited and pulled into the bandgap from the air band [15] . In standard EIM, a relatively large error in predicting the resonant mode locations is often seen as a result of large offset in simulated photonic bandgap. This leads us to believe accurate prediction of resonant peak locations from 2D FDTD is feasible by properly adjusting the effective index to matching the simulation photonic bandgaps. In this study, we found the suitable perturbation in effective index (n eff ) can lead to very small computation errors in resonant peak locations for these donor-like modes by matching the dielectric band edge. The procedure to choose the suitable n eff is illustrated in Fig. 1 . First, the dielectric band edge of 2D PCS without defect, f d 3D , is calculated by 3D PWE. The standard effective refractive index of unperturbed slab waveguide is also done at this step by conventional methods 16. Secondly, the 2D PCS is transformed into an ideal 2D PC structure with the high refractive index n h replaced by the slab effective refractive index n eff . The dielectric band edge of 2D PC without defect, f d 2D , is calculated by 2D PWE. The calculated frequency error is computed as
If |δf| is greater than 2%, an effective index perturbation is done to adjust the effective index n eff based on δf (with sign): n eff =(1+δf)• n eff .
Step 2 is repeated with perturbated n eff until |δf| is less than 2%. Finally, we use the satisfied n eff to calculate the quality factor and resonant wavelength by using 2D FDTD method in 2D PCs with defect. Note that the criterion of 2% is set so that only one or two iterations are needed to get the accurate effective index. Higher accuracy with smaller tolerance could translate into more computation times with more iteration steps. It is also worth noting that in the process of finding proper n eff , the defect-free structure can be used for 3D and 2D PWE based bandgap calculations, which can greatly simplify the supercell construction, and thus reduce computation time. This is valid in the air column based photonic crystal structures with defect formed by removing/modifying the air hole sizes in the cavity region [15] . Calculated dielectric band edge 
SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
To validate the proposed effective index perturbation (EIP) approach, simulations are done for two widely used single defect structural parameters reported by Painter et al. 10 and Park et al. 11 , where both 3D FDTD simulation results as well as experimental results were reported for effective validation of our approach, and a line defect PCS cavity, respectively. Note that only the 2D high index contrast hexagonal lattice air-hole PCS are analyzed here owing to their large bandgaps as compared to square lattice one. In addition, only the lowest several TE-like modes are investigated here since their bandgaps are mainly for TE-like modes. Fig. 2 shows the calculation errors for the bandgap and resonant frequency of two widely used single defect cavity reported by Painter et al. [10] and Park et al. [11] , respectively. As shown in Fig. 2 , in addition to the effective index obtained based on standard effective index method (case I), three additional effective indexes were considered by matching the photonic bandgap obtained from 2D PWE with the photonic bandgap obtained from 3D PWE, where matching criteria are set to be dielectric band edge (Case II), middle gap position (Case III), and air band edge (Case IV), respectively. Is..
Point defect cavity
The calculation errors for the band gap position are calculated based on 2D and 3D PWE technique with different effective indexes (cases I to IV). Note a large frequency (eg. the mid-frequency of the bandgap) offset (red-shift) is seen with standard EIM. It is mainly due to the fact that standard EIM approach only considers the slab without photonic crystals, which leads to an over-estimate in the effective index since the average index for the real slab is indeed smaller. Perturbation in effective index (reducing it in this case) should lead to better match in bandgap position and thus better match in resonant peaks. 2D FDTD computation was carried out to find the defect mode locations and quality factors. The calculation error for the computed resonant peak locations for different effective indexes is derived by comparing the defect mode frequency simulated from 2D FDTD (f r 2D ) to the frequency simulated based on 3D FDTD (f r 3D ) with the following formula (δf r =( f r 2D -f r 3D )/ f r 3D ). Only the defect mode with highest Q is shown in Fig. 2 . Note very good agreement is obtained in the highest Q mode location (|δf r |<2%) for case IV, where the effective index is taken such that calculation error for the dielectric band edge is approaching zero. In cases where multiple modes exist in the defect cavity, it is very important that the modal property does not change with the perturbation of effective index. Detailed modal property simulations were carried out for the structure shown in Fig. 2b , where monopole (M), dipole (D), quadrupole (Q), and hexapole (H) co-exist. The cavity mode profiles are shown on top of Fig. 3 , with vertical dash lines marking the corresponding defect mode locations based on 3D FDTD simulations. The normalized Q values for different cavity modes are plotted for four cases I to IV. Based on Fig. 3 , it is seen (dotted lines connecting four different modes for each case) that the relative Q values (normalized to the maximum Q value at each case) remain unchanged for four different modes (M, Q, H, D), with Quadrupole mode to be the highest Q mode for all cases. It can also be seen (dotted lines connecting the same modes at four cases with four different effective indexes) that all the modes within the cavity shift proportionally with respect to the band gap positions. A very good match in the mode location is evident for case II, where defect mode frequencies match to the target frequencies simulated from 3D FDTD. In this case II, the effective index is adjusted to have dielectric band edge matched (n eff =2.54). It is also worth noting that the adjustment in effective index only changes the defect mode location and the absolute Q values. The absolute Q for the highest Q cavity mode (Quadrupole as shown) is shown in the inset, where Q value increases with the increase of effective index. Further validation is also done by varying the radius r' for the structure shown in Fig. 2b . As shown in Fig. 4 , calculation errors for the quadrupole mode frequency are within 2% for perturbated effective index of 2.54 for different r'/a values. Further fine tuning is possible for even more accurate calculation in the resonant peak locations (<1% error), with better matched (dielectric) band edge. 
Line defect cavity
As mentioned above, microcavity can be also made by removing a single line along the ΓK direction. Thus, a single line defect air-hole PCS waveguide are also considered to validate our EIP approach where the refractive indices of cladding and core are 1.414 and 3.464, respectively. Here plane-wave expansion with supercell technique was obtained to get the dispersion plot as shown in Fig. 5 . Note EIP index is done to match the dielectric band edge and EIM index is done by conventional methods 16 . From the figure, we can see that the dispersion curves calculated by the 2D EIP are very similar to those achieved by the 3D PWE and the maximum calculation error is less than 1.5%.
CONCLUSION
In summary, a fast 2D approach to evaluate the cavity mode is proposed by using effective index perturbation technique in combination with 2D/3D PWE techniques for band gap simulation and 2D FDTD for cavity mode location and Q simulation. Less than 2% calculation error can be obtained in predicting the modal properties of point defect and line defect cavity. The procedure can be used to accurately predict the cavity resonant frequency with highest cavity Q.
